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Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Henry VIII changed the course of English life more completely than any monarch
since the Conquest. In the portraits of Holbein, Henry Tudor stands proud as one of the most
powerful figures in renaissance Europe. But is the portrait just a bluff?In his new book Derek Wilson
explores the myths behind the image of the Tudor Lion. He was the monarch that delivered the
Reformation to England yet Luther called him A fool, a liar and a damnable rotten worm . As a
young man he gained a reputation as an intellectual and fair prince yet he ruled the nation like a
tyrant. He treated his subjects as cruelly as he treated his wives. Based on a wealth of new material
and a life time s knowledge of the subject Derek Wilson exposes a new portrait of a much
misunderstood King.PRAISE FOR DEREK WILSON S PREVIOUS WORKS:The Uncrowned Kings of
England: Stimulating and authorative. John Guy Masterly. [Wilson] has a deep understanding
of.characters, reaching out accross the centuries. Sunday TimesHans Holbein: Portrait of an
Unknown Man: Fascinating. Sarah Bradford, Daily Telegraph Highly readable.The most...
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Reviews
The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a Schultz III
I actually started off reading this ebook. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Ma r ilyne Ha a g
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